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ABSTRACT

Internet technology has been prevalent in education

and society as a whole for many years,. However, utili.zing
the Internet to educate elementary age children has a

limited existence. The integration of the Internet as an

instructional tool in elementary education may be,one of

the most crucial ways to ensure student success in the
future.

Internet assisted instruction is compatible with many

subject areas. One of the most favorable areas is abstract
math concepts. For upper elementary students, one of the

most complex, abstract math subjects is fractions.
Traditionally, students, parents,, and teachers,struggle
with the teaching and learning of fractions.

Exploring and discussing the possibilities of

incorporating the Internet as an educational, learning,
and communication tool, within and between school and

home, to support fraction instruction to upper elementary

age children is the main purpose of,this project. A review,
of the literature will give a summary of the role of

hypermedia and Internet technologies in education, as well
as compatible learning theories and mathematical subject
matter.

Ill

In addition to this written project, a Web Site was .
created as an introduction to fractions , specifically

geared for 4^*^ and 5^*^ grade students, their parents, and
teachers (http://www.geocities.com/mjacson.geo/). The Web
Site was designed to provide optimal educational

opportunities for students with varied learning styles and
abilities.

The conclusions, suggestions, and recommendations
will be discussed as to the author's findings related to

the project and the future of Internet.integration as an .
educational tool. .

.
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CHAPTER ONE:

INTRODUCTION

Introduction

Students, from an elementary education, should emerge

with the fundamental building blocks to become successful

adults. Today, every aspect of daily life is tied to

technological advances to some degree. Additionally, more
emphasis is being put on teamwork and collaborative
.problem solving in the workforce as technologies progress.
Children who have entered elementary school in the last

few years of the 20*^*^ century will be entering, the
workforce arpund the year 2015 and will be expected to

possess, technology, communication, problem solving, and
critical thinking skills.

It is necessary to investigate the research on

.technology and education in the elementary classroom.

Specifical.ly, to search for superlative uses of how to
integrate technology with^. communication, problem solving,
and critical.thinking to enable students to gain

experiences and- knowledge which are applicable to their
futures. The contents of this project will be used to

support the rationale of integrating technology into the
elementary curriculum, and how it can be utilized to
enhance cooperative learning and higher order thinking.

Additionally, the type of technology and design to .
integrate will be examined.

Collaborative learning, the pairing or grouping of
students to reach a common academic goal, has been broadly
researched and advocated throughout educational

professional literature for many years. During, the process
students are responsible for each other's learning, as

well as their own. They divide the work according to a

plan and share ideas in a quest for^ knowledge and
understanding. Supporters of collaborative learning
maintain that the active exchange of ideas in small,

cooperative groups not only promotes interest among the
students but also encourages critical thinking (Gokhale,
1995).

Educational.technology is a high:priority. Teachers
and students alike . need to learn new technologies and use

these new .technQlogies.to.learn.. Some of the most
recommended and advanced ,fo,rms , of technology are

multimedia and hypermedia. Multimedia is a format that
incorporates many different types of media including text,

graphics, video, and audio. Hypermedia is. a type of
multimedia that allows the user to examine the information

in a flexible, nonlinear manner. Typically, the user can
control the movement from one source of information to

another. This allows the Instruction to be Individualized

by the user, making It capable of being highly efficient.
Students can successfully participate In complex,

collaborative projects utilizing hypermedia In their
classrooms. The student Is given the exposure to

situations that requlxe problem solving skills as opposed
to rote memorization of facts. Additionally, the multitude

of stimuli provided'by. hypermedia can appeal to Individual
learner, characterls-tlcs such as audio, visual, or learning

by doing. The student becomes proactive In shaping their
learning process. No longer Is the learner a passive
receiver of Information, Instead the student Is a
collaborator, decision maker, and designer.

Hypermedia Is,, conducive to widely accepted learning
theories. Specifically,, learning theories that focus on

Interactivity and constructivism;, critical thinking, peer
collaboration, learning by doing, and social/cultural

processes. The foundation of constructivism Is learning
through design. Students who choose their own sequence In
accessing a;hypermedia project or who design their own

projects are. able to exchange Ideas with other learners to
finish a worthwhile assignment. Additionally, these

learning experiences allow the student ... to utilize

complicated cognitive skills to complete.the task.

,

Students are challenged to,constantly define and

consistently clarify the nature of the problem and
reconstruct their knowledge to fit the problem (Jonassen,
1996)

■

One of the most commonly used types of hypermedia in
schools today is the Internet. During the 1996 State of
the Union Address, President Clinton, sard, "In.our

schools, every classroom in America must be connected to

the information superhighway with computers and good^
software and well-trained teachers" (Clinton, 1996). With

the arrival of Internet technology in the classroom, the

tools are being provided to allow students to participate
in their learning process.

However, with the integration of the Internet, some

significant questions emanate from its use. Does the
Internet promote collaborative iearning? Will the

integration of,the. Internet reform the way children are
educated? Is the Internet capable of redirecting iearning

and teaching methods? Can accessing the expansive
resources of the Internet be conducive to an effective

iearning environment? These questions are a foundation for
this project. However, it is not the intent of the author
to answer each of these questions but to investigate the

implications of■integrating the.Internet into elementary
educatipn.

,

,;

Research indicates, (Berge & Collins, 1995; Brown,

Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Ryder & Hughes, 1997; Silva &

Breuleux, 1994.) that the Internet is exceptionally well
suited for collaborative learning. ,It provides one of the

most effective and exciting ways for students to learn how
to work in teams and communicate by encouraging, groups of
students to utilize unlimited resources and explore

effective on-dine coramunication possibilities. "The active
environment of;social learning provided by a computer with

local, national, and international networks increases
interaction and communication among students, their

teachers, peers,, parents, and other members of the world
community"

(Berge & Collins, 1995, p, ,7) .

Additionally, the Internet has been used to,teach a

variety of topics in the classroom. One of the benefits of
utilizing it to teach is that abstract ideas can be
demonstrated using models or graphics to relate the

concept being taught to the learner's prior experiences
(Neafsey, 1997; Ryder & Hughes, 1997) . This can be

particularly useful when teaching mathematics. Teachers
often employ manipulatives and/or pictures when teaching a
new mathematical concept. Traditionally, students and

teachers alike struggle to Glarify the meaning of fraction

relationships and concepts. The difficulty arises from the

extremely abstract'nature of fractions. Incorporating the
Internet into the elementary curriculum to educate

children may be one of the, most efficient ways: to embed
the goals of instructional technology. An integration that
is capable of furthering all students toward an eye

opening, stimulating, and interactive experience.
The author believes that the Internet is changing the

way we live our lives. This is true for the educational
setting as well. In the author's opinion, Internet

incorporation ih the classroom is already beginning to

change the way students are being educated. The nature of
the Internet allows the learner to become an active

participant in their own learning process. Specifically,
the student is able to construct their own learning by

accessing information in a sequence they determine. In
this situation the teacher becomes the facilitator and. is

no longer the source of knowledge needed for student
success. Teachers and students become collaborators in, the

knowledge construction process (JonaSsen, 1996).
This reform is causing teachers to rethink the

teaching methods they employ. Traditional teaching methods

may no longer be proficient when addressing the realm of

technology and the Internet. Although there may be a need
for teachers to reevaluate and reexamine their current

teaching methods, teachers are likely to resist this
change. Education's history is laden with the agent of

change. Educators are likely to harbor fear, anxiety, and
reluctance when faced with the task of relearning how to

teach with the integration of Internet technology into
their curriculum.

Additionally, with the time constraints teachers

experience while meeting the ever widening demands of
their profession, it becomes very difficult to explore

possible solutions to the technology dilemma. There is a
need for ready-made examples of how to implement Internet
technology into elementary instruction. It is one of the
intents of this project to address this prot)lem.

Specifically, the developer intends to provide an
educational Web Site that will enable teachers to explore

and.execute Internet integration in their classroom
curriculum while investing minimal preparation time to do

so. Enabling teachers to employ the Internet in a ready
to-use fashion may be one way to lessen their

apprehensions and concerns. By accomplishing this, the
individual teacher may be more likely to investigate the
need to rethink their teaching methods.

The Statement of Problem

Based on the' author's findings from reviewing the
available literature, it became- evident that Internet,

technology had not been implemented into the.elementary
curriculum as expected. However, the benefits of using the
Internet in elementary instruction could not be obtained
without investing large amounts of time and resources to

execute such a change. The dilemma is to find a ,
superlative way to provide teachers with the support,
resources, and time to effectively integrate the Internet
into their classroom instruction.

A further review of the literature revealed that,

teachers, parents, and students struggle with the concepts
of teaching and learning fractions. Conceptually, the
theory of fractions is very abstract to the learner.
Therefore, the challenge for teachers and parents to
address is how to make the concepts of fractions more
concrete for the student. In order for the concepts to

become concrete, the learner needs, to engage in activities

that are capable of showing the relationships, either

through graphics and/or interactivity, of fractions to the
learner's prior experiences.

.

Another integral part of the difficulty of teaching ,

fractions is finding an accessible medium to provide

effective intercommunication between the parent(s),

student, and teacher. There are many ways to teach and

learn,the concepts of.fractions. It becomes important for

the parent(s) to be informed of the instructional

strategies and content of the classroom lessons in order
to be an effective aide, to the student at home.. An

efficient medium should be capable of providing the parent
users flexibility, on-line communication, immediate
feedback, and the multi-sensory learning resources

provided to the students.
Therefore, the problem investigated by the author

was, "What is the optimal method of integrating the

Internet into the

'grade curriculum to provide

hands-on, interactive, collaborative learning

opportunities, as well as on-line communication and
feedback to support the teaching and learning of fractions
for students, parents, and teachers?" The development of

this question was.based on the results of the needs
assessment survey and the literature review..
The Project Overview

In conjunction with this paper, a Web Site project
was created and loaded on the Internet entitled:

"Jackson's Fraction Factory" and is available at

(http://www.geocities.com/mjacson.geG/). The Web Site was

created after implementing a needs assessment survey

(located in APPENDIX A). It was the intent of the author

to implement an educational Web Site that not only

supported classroom instruction of fractions but also
assisted parents and teachers. The Web Site was intended
to provide on-line communication with parents about the
content of the subject area of fractions being taught and

to help bridge the gap between parent, student, and
teacher communications. Additionally, through the

integration of the Web Site with the curriculum, it was
the'author ,' s intent to inspire and motivate students and
teachers to value the possibilities and knowledge the
Internet has to offer.

One foundation of the project was constructivism. The
constructivist model's, fundamental principle is that what

a person knows, is actively assembled by the learner (Grabe
& Grabe, .1993). Thus, the purpose of learning is to assist
the, individual to function in his/her own environment. In

education, students are at various levels of knowledge and

experience with regards to Internet utilization both

personally,and in the classroom. By allowing the user to
control the sequence in which information is accessed,, the

beginner and experienced user can find information in
unique and proficient ways.

10

The project also targeted visual, learners. This was.
accomplished by providing graphic examples of concepts. By

seeing a concept the visual memory can encode, and retrieve
the information more readily (Neafsey, 1997).

The project also provided an opportunity for learning
to occur by providing a hands-on, interactive experience.

By participating in active, learning the potential for

generating more concrete or meaningful learning is greatly
increased (Grabe & Grabe., 1993). .

Finally, the project was intended to enhance
collaboration among students, as well as parents and
teachers. .The project was introduced into the classroom

setting as a cooperative learning style lesson. Throughout
the project, collaboration was encouraged not only in the
classroom but also within the home and between the home

and,school. Collaboration among students, parents, and
teachers can be increased through the use of the Internet

(Berge & Collins, 1995).

Additionally, a survey entitled Jackson's Fraction

Factory Evaluation was administered and is located in
APPENDIX B. The evaluation survey of the Web Site was

given after an introductory lesson and a lab. session to
explore the site and complete the Scavenger Hunt located
in the Kid's Korner. During the lab session, students
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worked in pairs. This encouraged collaboration to complete
the task. During this time the author conducted a
formative evaluation by observing the students as they

worked and by making inquiries after the lab session

regarding their experiences. The evaluation survey was
administered to the same sample as the needs assessment
survey.

Both surveys and the formative evaluation supplied

pertinent and important information about the project. The
needs assessment survey provided a substantial part of the
rationale for the Web Site. The. evaluation survey and.
formative evaluation furnished significant information

regarding the perception of the Web Site's presentation,
user friendliness, and goals. The evaluation survey, and
formative evaluation also addressed the changes needed to

make the Web Site more productive and appealing. The
feedback from these evaluations provided valuable
information about the project.
Goals of the Project

By creating, implementing, and testing the project it,
was the developer's intention to progress toward multiple

educational goals. The project was directed towards three
audiences, elementary students, teachers, and.parents. The

main purpose was to educate the children on using the

12

Internet while teaching an introduction to fraction
concepts.

,

There were two supplemental goals inherent in the

project. The first was to supply resources and ideas to . ,
parents to help their children at home. Especially, for
those children who were struggling with the subject

matter. The second was to provide teaqhers an opportunity
to. use the Web Site with their students. The reason for
this was two-fold. Due to high demands on elementary

teachers today to implement and teach a variety of

subjects, it is very difficult for them to find the time
to create technology lesson plans to use in their
classrooms. Furthermore, the school, in which the project

was implemented, has no other teacher created Web Sites,
for student and teacher use. The only existing Web Site is
an informational site about the school created by the

school Technology Mentor. This suggested that the teachers
in the school may have also lacked the knowledge to create
and implement their own Web Site.

Throughout the following chapters of this paper there
will be a review of the literature regarding all aspects

of this project, a description of the design and

development of this project, and the author's/developer's
goals,.conclusions, and :recommendations regarding the

13

project will be given. It is the author's objective to
provide valuable and pertinent information to allow the
reader to determine the usefulness of this project for

further examination, research, and implementation. .
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CHAPTER TWO:
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction,

In this chapter, computer technologies in the
classroom and Internet use in education wiil.be discussed

in relation to teaching fractions in an elementary

curriculum. Specifically, the medium of technology will be
examined to determine how best to integrate technology

with ihs.truction. Simultaneously, the author will examine

the learning theory,,, learning environment, and design
model conducive to technology integration.

Technology and Learning Theories in the Classroom

.

The introduction of computers in K-12 classrooms

began in the 1970's. Since that time, sophisticated
technologies have been swiftly intertwined into our daily
lives and our society as a whole. Technology has not

played the same intrinsic role, in our classrooms as it has
in our every day lives. There - is a vast need for

practical, understandable information about incorporating
technology into K-1.2 classrooms.

Throughout the 1970's. and much of the 1980's, one of

the most prevalent uses of.computer^assisted instruction
(CAT) was drill-and-practice. programs. One reason for

using computers in this way was to promote automaticity.

15.

It is widely held that in order for . learners, to engage in

higher order thinking , skills, they must first possess the
ability to. perform lower level skills. While these drill

programs can help remedial learners who need practice,
they may not be the most proficient way.to implement
computers in education and learning (Jonassen, 1996).
While examining the role of computers in education,

it is important to identify the learning theory inherent
in the technological application. In the scenario of

drill-and-practice, computers, in the classroom are.largely
seen as givers/teachers of information. The learner is
viewed as a passive receiver of,information. This view of

learning suggests that knowledge exists: outside of the
learner, sometimes referred to as objectivism (Biehler &
Snowman, 1997).

The,opposite of objectivism is constructivsm.
Educational constructivists assert that optimal student

learning takes place when the student is actively engaged.

and participating,in their learning process. Proponents of
this theory contend "that meaningful learning is the
active creation of knowledge structures (for example,

concepts, rules, hypotheses, associations) from personal
experience" (Biehler & Snowman,, 1997, p. 428).
Modifications of these interpretations come from the

16

sharing of multiple, perspectives, a cognitive

apprenticeship between student and teacher, and working
with realistic problems and conditions (Bednar et al.,
1991). In addition, students participating in an active

learning environment are observing, exploring,

experimenting, discussing, manipulating, and using various
sensory modalities (Ryder & Hughes, 1997).
Hypermedia and Constructivism

Hypermedia is one of the most recent forms of
technology instruction in American schools today. Since

hypermedia is a relevantly new form of technology, it is
necessary to review the research on hypermedia to
determine how it can be optimally.utilized, in the

classroom to enhance positive results on learning. One

question to be addressed is if hypermedia:can facilitate a
contstructivist and interactive learning environment.

Additionally, whether this active learning environment is

capable of fostering critical thinking, teamwork, a
hands-on learning approach, and social/cultural processes.
■The current perception of hypermedia is divided into
two different areas. One is multimedia and the other is .

hypertext (Liao, 1998) . Due to this, the definition of
hypermedia is sometimes unclear. The words multimedia,
interactive video, and, hypermedia are often used

17

interchangeably in much of the research.. These;definitions
are very similar, and they consist of two basic Concepts.
The first is multiple representatidns of information. The
second is interactivity between users and the information.
Researchers and educators have noted the potential of

hypermedia in eduGation. Liao ,(1998) conducted a study to,
analyze and synthesize the research on the effects of
traditional instruction and hypermedia-based instruction.

He indicated that hypermedia applies a tactic that is
beneficial to students, as the learner is in charge and

can use a variety of media to approach the content. Liao
(1998) also pointed out that there are many advantages to;

using hypermedia., including the combining of sound and
picture, the interactive possibilities for the, learner,
the capability to structure an individual learning

approach, the competence of the system to remember, the.

capacity to, pursue cross-references,, and the, growth of, the
student's control over the subject being studied.
The research method, of Liao's study is the,

meta-analytic approach. This approach requires a
researcher to (a) find studies through objective and

replicable searches,; (b) code the studies for important
features,; (,c) explain results on a common scale, and (d)

18

use statistical methods to correlate study characteristics
to results (Liao, 1998).

,

The results of this meta-analysis indicated that,

hypermedia instruction has positive effects on students'

performances over traditional instruction (Liao, 1998).
Sources of the studies in a meta-analysis is always a
crucial element to be scrutinized. ..The fact that

approximately 5,7% of the studies were located from journal
articles is a strength of this study. I.t indicates that

the majority of the studies have been critically reviewed.
Further research is needed to determine which factors

truly contribute to the positive outcomes on learners'
achievements. Studies of this question will require
further clarification of the exact relationship between

hypermedia and learning. This meta-analysis points out
only that improvements of students' academic achievements
are possible.

It is important to note that a history of hypermedia,
along with its definition, has been well documented since

1994 (Ayersman, 1996). Additionally, with the development
of computer-mediated communications, hypermedia has been,
able to take on a new role in learning. Hypermedia has a
limitless amount of resources through networks. In many

ways this has increased, the attention given to hypermedia

19

eomputer applications. Finally, hypermedia has made the
control of applications more equitable between the user
and the author .. While the author still has control,of the

actual content of the program, the user has control over

sequence and presentation of the data to suit individual
heeds

There are many areas where hypermedia is effective in

supplying information to students. The use of hypermedia
is not festricted to learning cognitive and semantic
information. It.can

address procedural

information.

,

According to Ayersman (1996),, there are four areas
where research on hypermedia has been'conducted.:

,•

.Clarifying between the method and the medium
being used and compared

•

Whether individual.differences can be

accommodated efficiently by hypermedia

•

The design of hypermedia systems and how well

they:relate to cognitive structures of the .
learner

:

• .

The effects of hypermedia on the skill level and
performance of the, user

20

within these areas of research, there is a subdivision

^

between using hypermedia as a tool for constructing
knowledge and. for presenting knowledge.

,

Ayersman (1996) summarized that utilizing hypermedia
for instruction in the classroom is at least as effective

as lecture. This is particularly true for remedial or
disabled learners. Further investigation is needed to
determine the most effective structures within a

hypermedia system,to address individual differences.

In conclusidn, Ayersman :(19:96) found that the
majority of research focusing on students' performance and
skill level has come from teachers using hypermedia as a

tool for information presentation and representation .
rather than construction. A more solid research base is .

needed for the effectiveness of employing hypermedia as a
knowledge construction tool.

, ;

Incorporating hypermedia as a teaching tool in the
classroom could result in action research (Ayersman, ■

1996). Authentic classroom research could be the most

meaningful for educators due to its relevance. This study
has focused on various research methods as well as topics.

By examining the methods, as well as. the information, an
enhanced assessment of the research has been given.

Additionally, the research was reviewed with respect to
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age-level groups, making it apparent where more age-level
research should be focused.

Various hypermedia programs have been successful in

improving the performance of elementary age children.

These programs include, but are not limited to vocabulary
development, a deeper Comprehension of text, study skills,
mathematics and science (Ayersman,.199,6). To gain a deep.er

understanding of hypermedia integration in education and
the development of collaboration, individual classroom
research will be reviewed.

Hypermedia and Collaboration

. Turner ,& Dipinto (1997) conducted a study for four
years with middle school students as hypermedia designers
to determine the factors that promote the development of
collaboration,,. The research questions that were fpcused on

were as. follows; how,;,collabprati6n is encouraged,
facilitated, and taught, the advantages of student
collaboration, the affect of peer collaboration on

learning, and the disadvantages of collaboration. The

,

questions were addressed with a focus on the factors that

helped support and establish collaboration in a

,

technological, learning environment.
The authors cited research to support the use of

constructivism to promote collaboration. They made the
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point that learning throug[h design is; the basis of ■

.

constructivism. Hence, students designing their own

hypermedia projects allows, them to interact with other
students to: accomplish a meaningful task. The authors also:
cited research that demonstrated both hypermedia and Logo

to be exemplar environments for learning through design,
(Turner & Dipinto, 1997).

. This study used a qualitative research model. This

may be an appropriate paradigm to study the process ofv
collaboration, because it is a complex process which

occurs naturally, in an environment with.the flexibility
and freedom it requires. Three sources of data were

studied including participant observations, teacher
interviews, and written student reflections.
There were two teachers/researchers involved in the

project. During each session (sessions were held three
times a week for ten weeks over four years) one of the
researchers would observe individual or pairs of students

for 5.-10 minutes each on a rotating basis. The
observations focused on students' interactions with the

software, each other, and with the teacher. During the,

fourth year sessions were videotaped and transcribed.
The students wrote reflections every 2-3 weeks on ..

what they had. learned. Students also wrote a final essay
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after they completed their projects. They included their
thoughts on.how it felt to give, and receive help and about
their interactions with the teacher.

This data was entered into a, qualitative analysis

software program. Observation notes, and student
reflections relating to the main research questions were

tagged and grouped in order to identify subthemes.. .
The authors' findings represent four different groups

over the four year period. Most of the researchers'

findings are supported by more than one of the three
sources of data used (participant observations, teacher
interviews, and written student reflections). They.found
that collaboration is encouraged, facilitated and taught

through; exploration, teaching on a .need-to-know basis,
mastery-oriented help seeking and help giving, teacher as
facilitator of peer collaboration, student experts,

teacher as co-learner, peer assessment, sense of audience,
and sense of community. Additionally, the researchers
found that the benefits of collaboration included enhanced

self-esteem generated through the ability to help another
student. The negative aspects of collaboration included;

receiving bad advice from other students, less opportunity
for teacher time and attention, expert students spent more

time helping than working on their own projects.
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.frustration when .students ^were ;not.able, to get help from
. other students

.and a reduction in self-esteem when

students were not asked for help or could not answer other

studeht,'s questions (Turner ,& Dipinto^ 199.7 ), .
1 The researchers concluded that design experiences 1

provide students an opportunity to develop complex

cognitive skill.s.. However, they stated that social factors,
are as importan.t,.as ;c.ogn,ltive ones. Being successful in,
the. , workforce,reguires social skills. They are as

important as' the knowledge■needed to do the job. . The (
negative aspects ,of.collaboratidn in the study give

.

students opportunities to cope with,these naturally ■
occurring problems effectively.

.

Another classroom research study focusing ori , ■

hypermedia and collaboration was done by Sedbrook (1996) .
This study explained the Partnership of Students and '
.Instructors

(PSI)

hypermedia authoring and delivery .

. .

system,, which investigated. new. ways to create partnerships;
.between teachers and students for the purpose of creating^

/updating,, and .maintaining, a .course * s knowledge- base . The
system employed a hypermedia.presentation;to implement
instruction versus the old-fashioned text base

instructional materials. The system also provided
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hypermedia presentations of the course's subject matter, .
review questions, and explanations.
Sedbrook (1996) cited references to.explain ,

traditional and evolving roles of: the .educator and ,,

student.. Specifically, he referred to the banking model of
eduGation. This model refers to educators .as the producers,

of lessons about the subjects/concepts to be learned. The
student then receives the information and is called upon

.

to memorize the information. This model does not require

the student to.:know about the subjects/concepts or to

practice any acts of cognition. Therefore, the educator is
the producer and the student is.the consumer;.
, :

r In contrast, computer technology.and educational

hypermedia offer developing opportunities for students to
participate in their own learning. PSI hypermedia is a
constructive.and collaborative learning environment, which
allows teachers .and learners, to share the responsibilities,

.pfproducing lessons, designing topic reviews, and
developing.a knowledge base for a course (Sedbrook, . 1996).

According to Sedbrook (1996), hypermedia courseware
currently focuses,on the teacher as the developer of the

system. The system, is designed to transfer knowledge ,to
students through Self-directed learning. The PSI

hypermedia creates a partnership between teacher, and
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student. Instructors are responsible for lecture notes,

tests, assignments, examples, and readings. Students
contribute text, video and audio media, as, well as

judgments rating the helpfulness of course resources.
Thus, the responsibilities for evaluating, refining, and

maintaining a course's knowledge is a joint effort of the
teacher and students.

Educational interactive hypermedia enables a student

to actively participate in learning through

experimentation. It allows the student to discover and
manipulate knowledge instead: of passively recording it. By
actively comparing and restructuring knowledge, a student
can learn by building on experiences.
Sedbrook (1996) went into great detail about the

specific bype of system recommended for PSI hypermedia. He
stressed'the importance of . irfiplementing an easy-to-use,
interface that allows 'students and teachers to extend and

maintain the course , knowledge. Furthermore, he focused on

an authoring, approach that had flexibility, control, and

experimentation in the design of new course media.
The key information contained in a PSI system are
lessons, topics, ,questions, and explanations. The lessons

provide a place to,collect the topics. Each topic within a
lesson specifies text connected.with the topic, an
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optional hypermedia presentation file and question file
specific to that topic. An interactive on-line review for
each topic consists of multiple-choice questions, with
hypermedia explanations; of correct answers.
Sedbrook (1996) concluded that allowing students to

participate in courseware production developed their
skills in communication, teamwork, and accessing and

manipulating computer-based resources. He also believed it
promoted student independence. He claimed class time was
used more; effectively because the focus was on the quality

and refinement of knowledge versus information transfer.

Finally, the author stated that enthusiasm improved and
students developed a connection between past, present, and
future students.

He was working with a prototype that he deemed to be
successful. An extension of his,research is required to

validate his conclusion. However, the project had the

capability to enhance student learning through
collaboration,(with the instructor) to make the learning

more meaningful and individualized through the
construction of the learning materials.
Both of these classroom research studies have,

demonstrated that hypermedia can be effectively utilized
in the classroom to enhance, collaboration, which has been
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shown to foster critical thinking and problem solving.

Furthermore, hypermedia offers opportunities for learners

to construct their own projects, presentations, and/or

sequence of the information that may be conducive to
individual learners' thought processes.

Internet Technology and Collaboration in Education
One of the most recently received forms of hypermedia
in the classroom is the Internet. As American classrooms

work to meet Clinton's expectations to become connected,
educators will have increased opportunities to integrate

collaborative learning methodologies with new ways of

providing curricular activities, projects, and traditional
educational tasks (Sellers, 1994).

.

In using the Internet, students are invited to

investigate diverse sources, generate questions, and

pursue answers to their questions. Also advocated is the
process of problem solving by accumulating knowledge,

guidance, and support from individuals and/or sources on
the Internet. The Internet may be capable of bestowing

many benefits to the learner. It is necessary to assess
these benefits through a review of the literature

pertaining to integrating the Internet with instruction in
the classroom.
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Students learn in various ways. They iearn better

when they can relate their personal experiences and

perceptions to the knowledge they are attaining. Learning
with the Internet can afford students the opportunity to

access and obtain information and/or approach assignments

in different ways. Producing models for learning (essays,

journals, videos, class presentations, information placed
on an Internet site) in a manner that best suits the needs

of the leaner can be very productive (Ryder & Hughes,

1997b.

i ^

Learners working together are inclined to become

actively involved in their Own educational experiences.
This enables the students to contemplate various points of
view and create a mutual respect with their classmates.

The Internet is capable of facilitating cooperative

learning beyond the confinements of the classroom to
include other students, parents, and the community (Ryder
& Hughes, .1997).
Another.benefit of Internet projects is the ability

for students to.create partnerships with experts in a

field. These partnerships can be structured in order to
simulate what Brown, Collins, and Duguid (1989) call

cognitive apprenticeships. The goal of the apprenticeship
is to "embed learning in/an activity and make,deliberate
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use of the social and physical context..." so that

learning coincides with developing cognition and
communication skills (Brown, Collins, & Doguid, 1989,
p. 32).

A different approach to enhancing collaborative

learning using technology is by employing participatory n

design. Participatory design, is a theory originating from
the Scandinavian.nations that specifies the inclusion of

the user in the planning and implementation of any new

technology as its goal (Schuler & Namioka, 1993).
Participatory design was implemented to overcome the
inefficiencies of traditional systems to introduce new .
technologies.in the workplace..

The Internet provides one of the most effective and

exciting ways for students to learn how to collaborate and
communicate by connecting groups of students with other
classrooms around the. globe (Silva & Breuleux, 1994).

Learning through collaboration becomes even more crucial
when the participants who are working cooperatively are . .
from different parts of the. world with their diverse
cultures,.histories, societies,.and governments (Silva &
Breuleux, 1994).

Interactive communication technologies in use today

include computer networks which are two-way text-based.
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The invention of GDmputer network communities can unite
students and teach them to work together. Although these

network facilities are ordinary; in higher educational ,

settings, they remain uncommon in elementary schools
(Silva & Breuleux, 1994)

However, there is a trend

developing to design projects that utilize the

■

Internet/networks for teaching and learning.

Siiva S; Breuleux ,(1994)i proposed the use of

participatory.design in schools, in conjuhction with

..

collaboratiye Internet/ne.twork projects. Participatory

design is consistent with current educational theories
that focus the attention on the learner instead of the

instructional methodology or.technology. According to.
Silva and Breuleux (1.994j, a potential exists for

participatory design to iritroduce and implement new

technologies while promoting, the use of cooperative
learning.
. Furthermore, student and teacher involvement may ,
create a more valuable understanding of the needs of the

learners. Learner participation gives them the powei to

directly influence matters that concern them.. Active ;
participation in the design and objectives of the
Internet/network project creates a.mutual, need .to ,

implement the new technologies.
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Computer networking has been,proposed aS an ideal
vehicle to foster collaboration in . the, classroom,. It has

been argued that the flexibility of the Internet/networks
should allow for enhanced collaboration for students in
the same classrooms or remote classrooms. Networking

projects have been,introduced under the assumption that
communications among groups having different skills,

backgrounds, and experiences should enhance collaboration.
Silva & Breuleux (1994) give examples of how

cognition can be improved through participatory designed
Internet/network projects. By helping to create projects
students are able to contextualize and cognitlvely situate

learning. If collaborative writing projects include
writing to a person(s) who immediately responds, then

writing is no longer an isolated activity. The student is
given an opportunity to write for a purpose to an.
authentic audience.

Additionally, rnternet/network projects allow for
students to seek the advice or input of an expert in their

field of study. The authors: cited many projects which

provided such an, opportunity. These teleapprenticeships
should embed the learning in a social,and physical context
(Silvia & Breuleux, 1994).
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The introduction of new technologies in schools has
encountered some difficulties. Although schools are

receiving new computer technologies in their classrooms,

teachers have yet to participate in its introduction as
expected (Schultz & Higginbotham-Wheat, 1991). According
to the National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES,

1995), 49.1% of teachers reported using the computer.

Furthermore, secondary and elementary teachers are less

likely to use computers than other professionals (Chiero,
1997;,Dusick, 1998). However, with the growing use of
networks in the classroom, a potential exits for.

participatory design to introduce and implement new
technologies while promoting the use of cooperative
learning.
Student and teacher involvement may create a more

valuable, understanding of the needs of the learners while
incorporating technology with everyday tasks. The

objective of the teacher is to integrate these, tasks with
the use of the Internet so that student participation and

cooperation is maximized. Only at this level will the
students completely understand and accept new,technology
(Silvia & Breuleux, 1994).
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Benefits of Using the Internet in Instruction

Integrating the. use of the Internet with instruction
can provide choice and self-directed learning. It
facilitates learning by providing new alternatives for

individualized input and information (Lieberman, 1991).
Instead of the instructor deciding the order of topic

presentation,,the students construct the learning path
through .computer-assisted instruction data. It allows the
novice and the expert opportunities to access the
information in an efficient and.individualized manner

(Neafsy, 1997). According to Jonassen (1986), this
nonlinear presentation of ideas may be a preferred

learning environment because it resembles the structure of
the. human memory.

For visual learners, computer graphics can exemplify •

complex ideas. The learner can control,and interact with
the. result of the animation of on-screen buttons. The

visual memory is then encoded and more readily recalled
during practice (Neafsey, 1997).
Another useful aspect of using.the Internet in
instruction is interactive practice/test sequences.

Incorrect responses can give more information to help

guide the learner to the appropriate answer. This embedded
instruction gives the student.freedom to explore correct
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answers (Neafsey, 1997) .. The learner also gets valuable
feedback on his/her learning.
Teachers and students can successfully learn to use

instructional technology through self-regulated learning

(Dusick, 1998). A self-regulated learner is motivated to

take on the responsibility of regulating his/her behaviors
and environment. to promote effective learning.

Self-regulated learners must understand that acquiring

proficiency is within their reach/by setting specific
goals and making a commitment to obtaining their goals
(Dusick, 1998).

Teachers who utilize the Internet with their

students, support them to partake in the future of
instructional technology. These teachers work toward

instilling into their students the ability to become

lifelong learners by giving them the tools and skills to .
achieve this goal. This objective is one that has been

discussed for years by education reformers. Teachers who

integrate the Internet into their curriculum turn students
into independent learners instead of immersed listeners
(Ellsworth, 1994).

The literature dealing with integrating the Internet

into, the classroom shows it has been used in a variety Of

subject areas. Some of the strengths Internet instruction
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brings to the student include graphics, .interactivity,,
immediate feedback, on-line communication, accessibility,

and nonlinear design. These attributes of implementing the
Internet in instruction may further students learning of
abstract mathematical concepts.
In the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

(NCTM) Standards (1989, 1991, 1995, 1998), mathematics is

represented as a discipline that requires
conceptualization and collaboration. Recently, the

percentages of students in the United States who are
proficient in mathematics in grades 4, 8, and 12 have
increased (NCTM, 2000). However, these students still fall

short of attaining the goals set forth by the National
Education Goals Panel for the year 2000 (NCTM, 2000).

. Specifically, the Standards outline that, during the

and 5^'^ grade levels, the student must, be able to

interpret and understand the concepts of fractions, and be
able to use these procedures "to. solve problems arising in
concrete situations involving...fractions" (The California
Mathematics Academic Content Standards, 1998).

Difficulties of Learning and Teaching Fractions

,

According to Kennedy and Tipps (1994), when learners

acquire a solid understanding of fraction concepts, they
can utilize , this information to depict real-world
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phenomena and apply it to problems involving statistics,
probability, and measurement. In addition, comprehension
of fractions widens students' awareness of the power and

usefulness of numbers and expands their knowledge of the

number system. Thus, it is critical for students to

develop concepts and relationships about fractions
throughout their elementary education in order to build a
foundation to acquire more advanced skills and concepts
(Kennedy & Tipps, 1994).

According to Niemi (1996), an ideal example of a

significant elementary school mathematics concept is the
concept of fractions. Traditionally, elementary age
children,struggle with fractions. In many regards,

fractions represent a model venue for exploring
mathematical understanding at the elementary level,
because studies show that students across a range of grade

levels (a) see fractions as disconnected to concepts

and/or principles, (b) show ineffectual evidence of
conceptual understanding in problem solving involving
fractions, and (c) are unable to justify their problem

solving process (Bright, :Behr-, Post, & Wachsmuth:, 1988;
Davydov & Tsvetkovich, 1991). The NCTM, (1989). states that
they are in favor of teaching fractions in a direct and
systematic way and even argues that time must be found to

give increased attention to fractions (Bezuk & Cramer,
1989).

However, Groff (1994) reported that traditional
instruction of fractions is highly susceptible to

criticism from numerous of perspectives. He continues by

stating that reports from such sources as the federally
sponsored National.Assessment of Educational Progress
indicate that fractions are extremely difficult for
children to understand. Furthermore, he contends that

students learn little about fractions each year,

frequently unable to remember fraction information from
one year to the next.

Thus, it becomes essentiar to investigate how to

effectively implement alternative methods of fraction
instruction. Utilizing the Internet/to implement classroom

instruction may be one of the most practical and competent

ways to strengthen teaching of abstract, mathematical
concepts such as fractions.
The Internet and Fractions

Recently, the annual meeting for the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics focused on Mathematics and the

Internet (NCTM, 1999, 1998). Both of these conferences
focused on the numerous ways students and teachers can
enhance their education through using the Internet. The
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conferences introduced the latest resources, services, and

related research through presentations, small group

investigations, and hands-on activities in an Internet

computer led. A variety of math topics were covered
(including fraction concepts) and. problem solving

.

involving concrete, on-line manipulatives, to help the .
student become successful.

^ . .Anlcxdmple 'bf such a.: presentation was given at the
NCTM::I199:90 ; cbnference byManius (1997). She offers a

,

variety of on-line lessons that.involve math and science.
She is currently the.,Executive Director of the Center for

Excellence and Equity in Education (GEEE). One'exemplar .

•

on-line lesson she has composed is entitled "No Matter

What Shape Your Fractions Arein" and is available at

(http://math,rice.edu/o-lanius/Patterns/). This lesson

employs concrete geometrical -figures to solidify the whole,
to part concept students need to master, ho develop an
understanding .of ;fraction&. ,

•

The idea, of implementing the Intefnet to enhance
mathematical instruction,becomes extremely engaging, when

all considerations are weighed. Among these are time

considerations, appealing to different learning styles,
hands-on, interactive experiences, graphics, versatility
in usefulness and accessibility, on-line communication and
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feedback, real-time data, and the implementation of both
instructional and societal technology goals. According to
President Clinton (2000), "We know we must connect all our
classrooms to the Internet, and we're going to get there."

From elementary school to higher education, teaching the
importance of the Internet may be a means of access to
success and accbmplishment in the job market of the future
.(Gianocavo,'it al

: 1996).,

" .

The.internet and Design Models

Finding the optimal medium of technology to be

integrated into a particular curricular area is crucial.
However, once this has been established, it is imperative
to investigate the role that the interface and
instructional design plays in relation to learning.

According to Villamil-Gasanova &. Molina (1996),
because multimedia gives the learner so many' different

ways to understand.the subject matter, their level of
knowledge is increased,. Specifically, they discuss the .

process:necessary for the student, to completely retain
their understanding of the information in their long term

memory. , This process,.consists of attention, rehearsal,
encoding, and retrieval. These authors continue by

reviewing how best to address the necessary steps of this
process, when .considering instructional technology design:
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•

Keep the screen simple, consistent, and use text,
color, motion, and sound sparingly.

•

Avoid dividing the learners attention by keeping
one topic per screen.

•

Keep important instructive and supportive
information on the screen.

•

Encourage practice exercises after presenting the
subject.

•

Use design to make the information as concrete as

possible (sound, graphics, text, video, and
animation)

Instructional design is the systematic development of

instructional ,specifications using learning and
instructional theory to ensure the quality of instruction.
,,It, is the entire process, of analyzing learning needs and

goals and the creation of a delivery system to meet those
needs. It includes the development of instructional
materials and activities, including the tryout and
evaluation of all learner instruction and activities.

One example of a design model that may be conducive
to an instructional web site is the Dick & Carey Model

(1990). The processes included in this model are as
follows:

•

Assess needs to identify the goal.
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•

Conduct, an instructional analysis

•

Analyze the learners arid contexts

•

Write performance objectives.

•

Develop assessment instruments. ..

•

Develop an instructional strategy.

•

Develop and select instructional materials.

•

Design and conduct a formative evaluation of the

,

.

process.

•

. Design and conduct a summative evaluation.

These processes are depicted by the following flowchart:

Dick and Carey Design Model

litstractioR

Mentiiy
instruct.

^

j

This flowchart is available at

http://www.seas.gwu.edu/~tlooms/ISb7GIFS/dG_design.gif
(Braxton, S., Bronico, K., & 'Loomis, T., 1997).
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,

One of the strengths of this model is its basis on.

phases of an interactive process between the
instructor/designer and the student. The input from the
learner may help the teacher to focus instructional

strategies on the individual needs of the students.
Another attribute of the Dick & Carey Model (1990) Is

that it can be applied to any of the.learning theories.
Dick (1994) discussed his design model but avoided

learning theory. Specifically, he viewed that many
different learning theories can be successfully applied to
the basic practice of instructional design. Tripp (1994)
affirmed this viewpoint by arguing that instructional

theory need not be tied to any particular learning theory,.
He continued by stating that instructional theory can be
derived directly from observation of instructional
practice.

Finally, the Dick & Carey Model (1990) uses a

systematic approach. This approach is similar to that of
software engineering. Thus, making the model compatible

with implementing an instructional Internet Site.
By reviewing the literature related to finding an
optimal medium of technology to integrate into the ,
elementary curriculum for teaching fractions, the

developer of this project also examined learning theories.
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styles, and environments and design models. All of the

topics covered were utilized by the developer to determine
the design and the logistics of creating the project
described in the next chapter.

4,5

CHAPTER THREE: ,
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

Introduction

,

In this chapter the developer will discuss. the design
model the Internet project was based on and how the ,

project was developed. Details will be, given about how, the
design model relates to the various parts of the project. ,
The ratidhale for the choices made during the stages of,

the deveiopmerit will also be reviewed including results
from a needs assessment survey. The developer will explain

the specifics of the Internet project including content,
utilization, intended audiences, benefits, and,goals.

Finally, the developer will provide information about how ,
the project was tested and evaluated. These discussions
will be,based on the findings from the literature,review

in the previous chapter and the needs assessment results
generated from the project.

1

Project Design
The design model used as the basis for this Web Site
is the Dick and Carey Model (1990). ,,The author believes

that the basis of this design model is a strength of the

project because of the interactive nature of,the design
model. The students are allowed to give input before the

design process begins, enabling them to, take an active
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role in their learning. The developer implemented,this

component of the model in, the project by conducting and
analyzing a needs assessment survey to determine the

primary goal of the Web Site. It provided information

regarding previous student instruction of fraction
concepts, and information about the needs and environments
of the students regarding their knowledge of, and access to
the Xri-ternet.i The results of this survey will, be reviewed

in depth in the next section of this chapter.
Additionally,, the Dick and Carey Model (19,90) is
structured to have a formative and a summative evaluation.
The summative evaluation permits the students to, assess

the helpfulness ,and usefulness of the project.and gives
them ,the oppbrtunity , • to provide the author/teacher with
valuable: feedback. .These attributes, of the design model

may assist the author/teacher to target individual student
needs,. The developer of the project conducted both a
formative and summative evaluation after testing the Web

Site. The results of these evaluations will be provided
later in this chapter.

Other desirable features of this model include the

writing of performance objectives and the development of
assessment and instructional materials. The author of ,the ,

project developed and/or implemented various assessment
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^

and instructional materials based on performance

objectives. Some of them include a scavenger hunt, an
on-line quiz, an on-line lesson, and graphic resources to
teach the basic concepts of fractions. These will be

discussed at length subsequently in the chapter.
Furthermore, according to Dick (1994), the learning

theory behind the development of the instructional

strategy is independent of the design model application.
This is another attribute of the design model, because it

gives the author/teacher the flexibility to adopt the
learning method deemed to be the most beneficial to the
learner. This Web Site is based on the constructivist

learning theory. Students are able to choose their owh

paths and control the sequence in which they access the
information within the Web Site. According to Jonassen

(1996), learners should be constructors and producers of

knowledge rather than passive receivers of inert
knowledge. Enabling learners to construct their own
knowledge makes it more memorable, meaningful, and
applicable.
Needs Assessment

The Web Site was designed to be used by
students. Before the Web Site was created, a needs

assessment . survey was given to the students in the
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grade

/

grade classroom. (See APPENDIX A for a sample of the Needs
Assessment Survey). The survey was designed to evaluate
whether the majority of students had the basic

computer/Internet, skills and were able to access the
Internet in order to make the Web Site beneficial to them.

The survey was also intended to assess whether the
students, had prior instruction/knowledge of fractions to

help determine the content of the Web Site. This is
conducive to the Dick and Carey Model (1990), which states

that the needs of the learner should be assessed in order
to determine the goal of instruction.

It was necessary to analyze the results of the Needs.
Assessment Survey in order to. design and implement an
effective instruG.tional technology project to support

teaching . fractions to this class.. The results were also

1

used to analyze; the .learners behaviors and their .
environments, outside of the school setting to determine ,

the potential usefulness and effectiveness,of the Internet,

project. The Dick and Carey Model,(1990). states that not

only should an instructional analysis be done but that the
learners, and contexts should also be analyzed.

According to The Califdrnia Mathematics Academic
Content Standards (19981, fractions should be introduced

.in the third grade. It is interesting to note that 64% (18

out of 28 students) of the entire class indicated that

they either had only some or no understanding of fractions
from the previous year. Together with the fact that 57%

(16 out of 28 students) of the class was in 4^^^ grade,
helped to determine that the project should support

teaching fractions at an introductory level for the grades

being taught. Additionally, 17% (2 out of 12 students) of

the 5.^*^ graders did not learn, about fractions at all in
the previous year and 8% (1 out of 12 students) answered
that they somewhat learned about fractions in the previous
year.

Furthermore, ah overwhelming majority of the

students, included in the survey not only had access to a

computer outside of school (96%) but also had access to
the Internet outside of school (86%). This indicated that

the integration of the Internet as the medium for this

project was possible. However, questions related to the
frequency of computer and Internet use revealed that the
students did not use the.computer on a frequent basis.

Specifically, 11% (3 out of 28 students) of the class
reported using the computer 5 or more times per week,
while,only 4% (1 out of 28 students) of them utilized the
Internet equally as often. Additionally, the survey showed
that 46% (13 but of 28 ;Students) of the participants used
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a computer 3-4 times per week but only 14% (4 out of 28
students) spent equivalent time on the Internet. This

suggested that infusing Internet technology into the
classroom curriculum to be an optimal way to increase

student experience and knowledge of the Internet, It was

the - hope of the author that the project would motivate the
students to use the Internet mo?e often and realize the
value of it in their learning.

The author's rationale for selecting the Internet as

the media for this.project is founded in the rapid growth
rate of the technology related fields. The Internet is one
of the most advanced forms,of technology enabling it to

keep pace with the swift growth of the industry. It is,

pervasive and highly versatile In its usability and
accessibility. In addition, the Internet is non-linear in
design which allows .the user to navigate through data in
an individualized sequence to fulfill personal,

educational needs. The Internet also has jthe capabilities
to obtain real time data, and on-line; communication and
feedback. Another benefit of the media selection for the

project is that all the classrooms in the school and
district it was intended for were connected to the
Internet.
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Development and Goals of the Educational Web Site
The web site was created using Net Objects Fusion.

This software program is designed to create web pages,

using templates and other graphics, which can be obtained
within the program or from other graphic files the author
wishes to access. This program was well suited to the
author's needs. It was efficient in saving time and was

user.friendly.

The primary purpose and goal of the Web Site was to

provide an introduction to learning fractions, aimed ;

specifically at

and 5^*^ grade students. The Web Site

explained the- basic concepts of fractions and their parts.
It also provided opportunities for students;to practice
the knowledge .they obtained, allowing them to rehearse,

encode, and retrieve the information presented in the Web
Site. This process is conducive to retaining information
in long term memory (Villamil-CaSano.va & Molina, 19.96).
A flowchart of the Web Site was created and is

located in APPENDIX C.. Screen shots (computer pictures of :
the Web Site) have been included to document the..permanent

pictures ,of the Web Site (located in APPENDIX D of this
paper.).The content of the Web Site includes a home page
and 6 other pages. The titles of these pages are Kids.

Korner, Facts, Fraction Strips, Fraction Circles, Parents,
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and Teachers. The developer created the project for her

4th/^th grade combination class and their parents. It is
also the developer's intention to promote other, students,
teachers, and parents in the school/district community to
use the Web. Site.

The Web Site was utilized in the classroom for six

w;eeks. , The developer integrated the components within the
site into the curriculum in various ways. These included
different instructional strategies and assessments to

target visual learning, learning by doing, collaborative^
learning, and learning through exploration. The

implementation of the Web Site was meant to supplement the
curriculum already in place for teaching fractions in a

^th/^th g^-gde classroom.
.One of the instructional strategies of the Web Site

was the page entitled Kids Korner. The page includes an
Internet scavenger hunt that was designed to motivate
students to explore different parts of the Web Site, as
well as links to resources located at other addresses on

the Internet. These outside links were carefully examined

and selected by the author. Through these explorations
students were engaged in problem solving situations

involving fractions, basic skills practice with immediate
feedback on performance including remediation, and using
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fraction models/graphics to answer questions given in,the
Scavenger Hunt.

After receiving a basic introduction to fractions and
how to use models to assess them, all of the students in
the

classroom participated in working on the

Scavenger Hunt. The developer gave minimal instructions
about how to navigate to different links within the site
and: outside of the site by clicking on the highlighted

words/titles above each question or groups of questions.

,

It was the developer's intention to encourage

collaboration through giving only basic instructions

(about both fractions and the site) and then requiring
students to work In pairs. The activity took place during
a lab session lasting approximately 1 hour and 30 minutes.
Students worked together to answer the questions,, with

pencil and paper, and the results were used as one of the
assessment instruments of the Web Site. Some students

required additional time to complete the activity and were
given time in class with their original;partner to

complete it. During the. lab session, the author conducted
a formative evaluation of the students ability to utilize
and access the Web Site. The developer believes that since

only minimal instructions were given before this
observation thelvalidity'of the results was increased.
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The Facts/ Fraction Strips, and.Fraction Circle;pages
were included in the Web Site to assist students, parents,

and teachers. Specifically, the Facts page was used by the

developer in, the classroom setting by assigning students
to include the definitions about fractions, from this page

in. their math :journal. Ev.efy student kept a math journal

throughout the. year, of...definitions and formulas. The
journal was the only notes allowed to be used for .quizzes
and tests.

Each student was scheduled, along with their partner,
for 25 minutes of time to. access the Web Site each week in
the classroom. In addition, students were allowed to

access the Web Site while working on in class assignments

from their math book for help..The Fraction Strips and
Fraction Circles pages were used by students for class

assignments to help them determine the relationships
between fractions. Being able to see visual comparisons of

fractions.may support students' perceptions of fractions
to become more concrete. Finally, these pages could also

be used by teachers in other classrooms to assist students
and by parents working with their child on homework
assignments.
Another element of instruction and assessment used in

the classroom curriculum.by the author included an on-line
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lesson entitled "No Matter What Shape Your Fractions Are
In" which is linked to the Rids Kbrner and the Teachers

page and is available at

(http://math.rice.edu/~lanius/Patterns/). This site was
created by Lanius (1.997), who is currently the Executive
.Director of the Center for Excellence and Equity in
Education (CEEE). This lesson was conducted, using a

presentatibn system to display the computer screen
contents on a television screen so all students could see..

The.group presentation method was chosen because there was
only one. computer in the, room connected to.the Internet. ,
The lesson employed concrete geometrical figures and
the use of color to help solidify the whole to part

concept and relationships, between fractional parts that
students need to master, in order, to develop an

understanding of fractions. The lesson was completed by ,
the students during one 40 minute class session using

paper and pencil.) The author then accessed the answer page
located in the Web Site so students could receive

:

immediate feedback on their work, by comparing their
answers to those displayed on the Screen , (see APPENDIX E
for screen shots of both the on-line lesson, "No Matter

What Shape Your, Fractions are In" and answer page). The
lesson included class discussion and a preview of other.
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parts of this Web Site to encourage students to explore
its other components during class computer and/or math
time.

Finally, the developer created an on-line quiz

utilizing the Funbrain.com - Quiz Lab (Family Education
Networks, 1997) link on the,page entitled Teachers and is

available at http://www.funbrain-,com/quiz/index.html (see
APPENDIX F for a screen shot of the Quiz Lab). Students

completed the quiz collaboratively during their clasS;
computer time as an assignment for the week. The results
were automatically e-mailed to the developer and relayed
to the student the same day they took the test. The Quiz.
Lab is .a free resource on the Internet for teachers. It

requires a teacher and student password to take the quiz,
adding to the security of site. The capability of on-line
scoring and communication is another. strength of, the Quiz
Lab.

.Besides the main goal of introducing fractions, the

Web Site included many supplementary goals. The first was
intended to benefit students and parents. The developer

explained the components of the Web Site to approximately
35 parents during parent teacher conference time and
furnished the Web Site address before using it in the

classroom. The developer used this means of communication
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due to the extremely high participation rate of the

parents and was able to conference for every child with,at
least one parent. In different settings, communication

through: a written letter to the parents, returned with
their signature, may be more feasible for obtaining
contact with all students' parents/guardians.
It has been the experience of the author that many

students and parents struggle and become frustrated with
homework assignments related to fractions. By creating the
Web Site the developer enabled parents to access and
utilize some of the teaching tools used in the classroom.

This is. a strength of the project because 'it empowers
parents to be able to know the, teaching methods of the
classroom instruction. Fractions are complex and can be

taught in many ways. By enabling parents to mirror
classroom instruction at home, the students' chances of

being successful are improved.
In an effort to alleviate the potential problems of

learning fractions, an e-mail link,was provided (on the

Home page of the Web Site) to the author/teacher for
students and parents to use .regarding homework questions
or areas of concern. The .e-mail was checked by the

author/teacher on a daily basis in the evening to give
students and parents a chance to attempt homework
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assignments. The developer, believes that this is a very

significant asset of the project. Effective and efficient
communication between parent(s)/student and teacher is
essential to the success of each and every child., The best

way to ensure a student's success is for the teacher and

parent(s) to work closely together pursuing the same goals
and objectives. A resource page entitled Parents was also
created by the developer. The links on the page were meant

to help support student learning by providing hands-on
activities they could do at home. One example of this,
entitled Math Parent Handbook, is located in APPENDIX G
and, is also available at

http://www.eduplace.com/math/res/parentbk/phs2.html#8
(Houghton Mifflin Company, 1997).
The second supplementary, goal of the project was to

support teachers in integrating technology in the
classroom to enhance , fraction instruction. A resource page

entitled,Teachers was provided. The developer was able to
hold a 45 minute lab session to introduce the Web Site to

some of the teachers at Dona Merced Elementary School,

including all 3 of the other

grade teachers. The

developer received immediate positive feedback from the
participants, including their opinions that they could use
the Web Site in their classrooms. In addition, all

grade teachers at the, school site were notified about the
iocation and contents of the Web Site through e-maii. The

developer believes this component of the project may
increase the validity and usefulness of the project.
Instructional technology has become a high priority

for society and within the school setting. Teachers are
faced.with the enormous task of tackling how to integrated

technoiogy into their curriculum, while continuing to

perform the multitude of jobs they are already responsible
for. It was the objective of,the developer to enable,

teachers to implement the Internet as an Instructional
tool in their classrooms, with a minimal investment of

their valuable time. They could do this by accessing

on-iine, ready-to-use fraction lessons and a free, on-line

quiz lab for teachers. The quiz lab is very user friendly
and allows the teacher to create quizzes and automatically

e-mails the results. Other ways they can implement it in
their classroom include using the Kids Korner, Facts,

Fraction Strips, and Fraction Circles with their students

to help explain and teach the concepts and relationships
of fractions.

Finally, since there were no other teacher created
web sites for classroom use in the school, the author also
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wanted to advocate the Internet as a viable medium to

integrate into classroom instruction.
By utilizing the Web Site and all of its components
in a

grade combination classroom, the students who

were new to the Internet and/or fractions received an

introduction to both the,subject matter and the

capabilities and advantages of the Internet
simultaneously. Additionally, by linking the Web Site to
the school web site where it has been implemented (Dona

Merced Elementary School in Rancho Cucamonga, California) ^

the author hopes to encourage its use in other classrooms
and homes of students within the school and district.

Educational Web Site Testing and Evaluation
An evaluation of the Web Site was conducted by the

author during the lab session where students were
introduced to the site through the Scavenger Hunt. This
formative evaluation was conducted after giving students
minimal Instructions on how to access the site through the

bookmark command and what the assignment was. The author
conducted the evaluation through observing the students

and facilitating their work within the Site. The students
were required to find answers in the. Scavenger Hunt by
accessing the.links provided on the page to find the
information. The author concluded the evaluation by asking
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the students questions such as, "Have you ever been given

an assignment like this on the Internet before? How did

you feel about looking up answers on the Internet instead
of in a book?"

The author's evaluation provided helpful insights.

The developer perceived that the Web Site was user

friendly. It is the author's finding that the majority of
the students were able to navigate through the site

successfully and complete the assignment, once they
understood that the. highlighted, underlined text were
links to the information they needed. Additionally, the

developer.perceived that the students understanding of the
Internet Site assignment, their capabilities to utilize
the site successfully, and the thoughts of the students

regarding the assignment and site were very positive
learning experiences. It was also Observed that in most
cases students used collaboration with their partner to

figure out any questions and/or problems before asking the
author/teacher. Finally, the responses to the, author's

questions and written answers to the Scavenger Hunt
reflected that the students enjoyed and gained knowledge

from the experience pertaining to both.fractions and how
to navigate and utilize an Internet site effectively.
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, The Web Site was also tested using a suimmative

.

evaluation survey entitled Jackson's Fraction Factory
Evaluation. This survey was completed by the same 28

students who completed the Needs Assessment Survey given .
before the Web,Site's.creation. During a 6 week period of

time, the participants were allowed to investigate the
site (in structured settings and free exploration

sessions,.), complete the Scavenger Hunt in a collaborative ,
computer lab situation, participate in an on-line lesson,
and quiz, and use the site while, completing in-class

assignments. The survey was administered during a 2.5

.

minute classroom session. All participants. completed the

survey using pencil , and paper... The developer explained the
importance of keeping the survey anonymous. A summary of .
the results are as listed in the following table.
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Table 1. Jackson's Fraction' Factory Evaluation Survey
Summary and Results (Part I)

Results

Somewhat

Yes

No

Visually appealing

25

3

Project goal clear

27

1

-

Easy to use

22

1

5

Enjoyed using project

23

0

5

Project useful and helpful

19

0

8

Project information

21

0

7

Summary

. ,

understandable

The second part of this evaluation survey asked what

things could be done to improve the Web Site and what

things were liked. A summary of the results are listed in
the following table.
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Table 2. Jackson's Fraction Factory Evaluation Survey
Summary and Results (Part II)

Suggested Changes

Things That Were Liked

Definition page about

Adding audio to the web

fractions. and= their

page including music and/or

relationships

talking

The Scavenger Hunt and the
links it provides

Increasing the fraction
strips to include fractions
after the tenths

The Web Site is easy to

Add more color to the Web

navigate through

page

The Web Site shows and

■ Include a picture of the

tells how to answer'

whole class on the home

problems

page

The results from both the formative evaluation

(completed by the author) and the summative evaluation
survey (completed by the students) revealed that the Web
Site provided a positive learning environment, relating to
both fractions and effective use of the Internet. These

results were extremely valuable, because they provided

significant information and observations about the Web
Site. A review of these results will hopefully create an

opportunity for improvement on similar projects for
educators to experience and use in the future. The
author's conclusions, suggestions, and recommendations
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based on these, results will be discussed in the next
chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR,:
CONCLUSIONS

Introduction

The final chapter of this paper will address the
author's conclusions with regards to the literature review
and the results of the needs assessment and evaluations of

the project. Suggestions and recommendations to other
teachers and professionals who share:common interests and

goals of the project will be given by the author. It is

■

the expectation of the author to support other

professionals with this research and project.
■ The literature review in this paper demonstrates that

advanced technology integration is pervasive in every day
life and valuable in the elementary school setting:

However, teachers,have not participated in the

implementation of technology in the elementary classroom
as anticipated. There is a need to examine how this gap
can be bridged so that elementary students can emerge from

an elementary education with the skills and tools to build
their abilities to succeed in the information/technology
age.

It is clear that, based on the futuristic

capabilities of the Internet, learners can benefit from
all the attributes the Internet has to offer including.
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non-linear design, versatility of usability and .

accessibility, hands-on, interactive, learning experiences,

graphics, on-line communication and feedback, and
real-time data.

It has also been demonstrated, through the review of

literature, that teaching abstract mathematical concepts

is conducive to integrating Internet technology in the.
classroom. Specifically, one of the most abstract and

tough to teach topics in the upper elementary curriculum
is the concepts and relationships of fractions. The
research shows that traditional methods of teaching

fractions has been lacking and requires additional and/or
alternative methods to support student.learning from one
year to the next.

The vast capabilities of the Internet promote its use

beyond classroom instruction. It can be effectively
utilized to help bridge the gap between home and school
collaboration, teacher peer collaboration, student and
teacher collaboration, and student peer collaboration. The

possibilities are limitless and extremely beneficial to
all users. The crucial benefit of these possibilities is

the ability to promote student success.. Besides the .

ability to communicate on-line, the parents, students, and
teachers have the ability to share resources.and teaching
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techniques to improve student chances of success. Finally,
students are able to learn the subject matter in

conjunction with technology skills and abilities that will
promote their prosperity.in the future.
It is the author's conclusion that this project was a

stepping stone in finding an effective utilization of the
Internet in classroom instruction. It is also the author's

perception that the project was successful in bridging the
gap between home and school communication. Specifically,
the author feels that out of approximately 35 parents,

that were conferenced with directly, an overwhelming

majority expressed enthusiasm about the project. Finally,
the author concludes that the project fostered student

learning to occur within the realms of the Internet and
fractions.

Suggestions and Recommendations
The principal suggestion to other

teachers/professionals pursuing this type of Internet
Integration is to seek the input of students before .

beginning the prdject. The developer of this project found
that the results from the needs assessment survey to be

invaluable. It was crucial in setting the focus of the

subject .matter, as well as the media to incorporate.
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Another suggestion is to conduct parent and teacher
communication on a personal basis if possible. By

communicating with parents during parent/teacher
conference time the developer felt participation was

increased at the parent level. Additionally, the 3

teachers who participated in the introductory lab session
about the project were more likely and willing to

participate in utilizing the Web Site with their
classrooms than those teachers who did not attend.

Finally, the author suggests using evaluation surveys
for the adults involved to provide additional information
about the usefulness of the project. The results of both
the formative and summative evaluations showed that the

Web Site was well presented and relatively easy to utilize
and navigate through. Additionally, the majority of
students rated the site as helpful, useful, and

understandable, and enjoyed using the site. The

suggestions, made by the students about their likes and
dislikes of the site were somewhat useful. Some student

ideas were not possible to execute, which made them less
valuable. For example, a suggestion was, made to include a

picture of the whole class. This was impossible due to the
legalities of acceptable use policies. Thus, it may have
been worthwhile to ask for suggestions from the adults
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about their likes and dislikes to construct more realistic

proposals.
However it is not the advice of the author not to

collect this data from the students. Other suggestions

made by the students were very useful. One, of these is
increasing the Fraction Strips, page past the tenths to
include subject matter required by the established
curriculum. Another is to include sound to enhance,

learning and positive reinforcement.
It is beneficial to examine ways to improve this

project and/or ones like it in the future. The author
recommends using student drawings of themselves or artwork
from each student instead of an actual photograph of the

whole class. This would take care of the problem of not

being able to obtain parent permission to publicize their .
photographs. Although one must still attain permission to

publish student work, it is usually much easier to obtain.
This would enable students to increase their sense of

ownership in the project.

Additionally, the author recommends including

graphics to illustrate the Facts page in the Web Site. The

capabilities for students to embed this knowledge into
their memories may be increased by adding pictures that
exemplify, the concepts being explained.
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The principal recommendation emerging from this
review of the literature and this project is for.

elementary teachers .and schools to invest time and
resources in promoting Internet technology in their
classrooms. Such investments must be designed to help the

educators to succeed in implementing advanced technology
into their curriculums. This indicates that schools need

to invest in trainirig and education, ready-to-use Internet

curriculums, and/or invest in a full-time developer of

technology curriculum to empower both the teachers and
students to reach their full potentials.
In order for students to become knowledgeable in the

advanced realm of technology, they must utilize these

technologies on a regular.basis. Technology should not be

taught in schools as a stand alone subject. It should be
seamlessly integrated into the curriculum in order to

prepare students for the promises of tomorrow. What seems,
to be lacking in many elemeritary curriculums is the
infrastructure to support individual teachers. The need

for providing these professionals, with training/education
and up-to-date instructional technology capabilities and
opportunities is a critical educational issue to be
addressed.
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Students currently in elementary school will be

entering the workforce and become adult members of society
around the year 2015. It is imperative to investigate how
to best prepare these children utilizing a technology
media capable of surpassing the years of.growth between

the -present and future .' The most advanced and versatile
form of media to date is the Internet, With this promising

form of media, one can expect its position to impart -on
the learning of our young^ children.
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APPENDIX A:

SURVEY
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Needs Assessment Survey
Directions: Please eirele the best answer to each question.

1. What grade are you in? 4"'

5"'

2. Do you have a computer at home?

Yes

No

3. Do you have Internet access at home?

Yes

No

4. Do you use a computer at home or outside ofschool? Ifno,skip to number 6,
Yes

No

5. Ifyou answered yes to number 4,about how often do you use the computer?
0-2 times

3-4 times

a week

a week

5 or more
times a week

6. Do you use the Internet at home or outside ofschool? Ifno,skip to number 8.
Yes

No

7. Ifyou answered yes to number 6,about how often do you use the Internet?
0-2 times

3-4 times

5 or more

a week

a week

times a week

8. Did you learn aboutfractions last year? Yes
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No

Somewhat

APPENDIX B:

JACKSON'S FRACTION FACTORY EVALUATION
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Jackson's Fraction Factory Evaluation
Directions: Please eircle the best answer to each question.

1. Did you like the way the web site looked?

Yes

No

Somewhat

, 2. Wasthe goal ofteaching aboutfractions through the web site clear?
Yes

No

Somewhat

3. Was it easy to use?

Yes

No

Somewhat

4. Did you enjoy using the web site?

Yes

No

Somewhat

5. Was the web site useful and helpful?

Yes

No

Somewhat

6. Were you able to understand the information in the web site?
Yes

No

Somewhat

7. Please describe any part(s)ofthe web site you liked.

8. Please describe any part(s)ofthe web site that you think should be changed and
tell why you think so.
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APPENDIX C:

WEB SITE

FLOW CHART
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Web Site Flow Chart

Kid's
Korner

Facts

Fraction

Strips

Jackson's
Fraction

Factory
Fraction
Circles

Parents

Teachers
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childs understanding offractions in real life
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Visit this Site to find some quick
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fractions by using day to day experiences.
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No Matter What Shape
Your Fractions are In

I No Matter What Shape|tvxi hracbot;? ]
Pun Fr^oaons|ueaatjer Fractions|
I Teachers'Notes
|
MadiFonirn's Fractiori Tour ]M!ore Mlath I.essons [

Exploring the Shapes

WmA
.1 ■ -Can vou name these 4 fireoinetnc agiK es? ..

2.-W1iatfuii! Experiment online-with the'shapes,(^you have-.a-JAVA-capable browser). Hus will open a new wnndow and you can move back
and-forth between the problems below and the online pattern blocks.
3. Print, color, and cut out these shapes-to explore their various relations.
iDcjCum^t:

lglG|S^art|jj Al'i^dvat^flga.cota

_

IFraction Shapes... ^EudofaPro >{heith_.
|
^^idonie'^ The&is-Re|
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Dei::erminxng the Relations
Fraction Shapes - Netscape

File Edit

S.Q Coffltniinicetor Help

Use the figures you colored to answerithe following questions.
1. How many

are in

2. How many A are in

3. How maiiy

?

: are in

4. H.owmany '•^^v are in

...5 Hq-vvmany

6. How many

are in...

are in

.. . Based on these relations, ^

7. E

/

\ =1

:Document Dow
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Fraction Shapes-Answers
Fraction Answers - Netscape

Fiie £dit Vieiv 5,0 Commjmcatot Help

-3
• -l. How many

2. How many.

~

. are in :

?. 3

-3.•■How many ^

.4. How many.- : A : are -in

■ 5. How,many

6. How many.

?

6

-. are in

^^ ^

? Ll^

Based on diese relationsiups,

7. If

= 1,

1/6

1/3

8. If

id
.Document Pcit«
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FunBrain.com
IFunBiain.com - The Internefs #1 Education Site for K-8 Teachers and Kjds ^ Netscape
Fil.^ gdi viev'j So Sofiimunicaror H«>(p
E

LEARNING NETWORK

file i^tern^t'e #1
site fm K'-B
teaeliers afid kids

Kids
Kids

Free Gomes l^drents ,Tecschers Qul^ tab
Take a Quiz
Take Your Teacher's Quiz

Top Games

^ ri Math Baseball

•:y

2)Stay Afloat
Place Value Puzzler
Penguin Waiter ,

^ 3^ Tic Tac Toe Squares

• FunCarrJs
■ Brain Bowl

51 MathCar Racing
Soccer Shootout

Vote for . 61 Fun Match

Find the Secret Star

Oddball
Weather Dog

FunSraln'S .71 Where Is That? ,

Presidlent 8)Connect the Dots

Plural Girls

for a surprise!
^

2Bee or Nlotoobee

ini What's the Word?

Age: 6&under 7891011121314 15 M 17&UP
Numbers Words Universe Culture Extra

Quiz Lab

• Give paperless quizzes to your class.

• Quiz Lab automatically grades the quizzes and emails the results to you.
•Access thousands of assessment quizzes written by teachers like you.
Teachers Lounae

Curriculum Guide

Participate in your child's education.
?: Parents Place

''

7anv Brainy Coupons

Parent Quizzes
School Age Children

School.Age Children 2

rNEW

I Find the perfect game for your'child to play.

I Parent-Kid Challenges
I Brain Bowl

Preschoolers .
Toddlers
Infant Behavior
Infant Behavior 2

i Where is TH.AT? f2 tjlaverl

Jd
'Document Done

I;' AMdvantagecom

|
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[^Parents'Handbook; Resources arid Ideas - Netscape
File Edit Viev^ Go CommoniCsitor Hetp

Fractions, Dedinials, Ratio, and Percent

• Cutwhole pieces offood into parts. For example, cutting a pan oflasagna into 9 equal pieces results in each piece being 1/9 ofthe whole lasagna. Makng 5
burgers from a package ofmeat means that each burger is 1/5 ofthe package. Pouiing a whole quart oflemonade equally into 4 glasses means that each glass
contains 1/4 quart.

.

.

• Divide and shai-e. You can also use food to show hov*? fractions and mixed numbers and whole amounts are related. At breakfast, you can cuttoast into halves

and ask how much each piece is. You can also encourage the idea that 6 halves make 3 whole slices, and 3 halves make 1 1/2 slices. Using crackers or other
food items, you can lead your.child into situations such as sharing7crackers between two people, or 10 crackers among4 people.
• Sortfood into related groups. You can stay around the kitchen to have your child work with fractions of a set of objects. Ask your cliild to take out canned

goods and sortthem into related sets, such as vegetables, soups,tuna,sauces, etc. Tlien have your child give fractionalnames for each set. For example,if4 of
12 cans are soup,then 4/12 ofthe cans are soup.

•Use measuilng cups. Fill 2 cups with 1/4 cup water and ask your child to pour them into a measuring cup to find a resuit of 1/2(2/4) cup ofwater.To subtract;
fill a measuring cup to 3/4 cup and ask your child to pour out 2/4 cup to get 1/4 cup left. You can extend this to mixed numbers as well: 1 1/2 cups and 1 1/4 cups
. give 2 3/4 cups.

• Make afevorite recipe. Choose a recipe that you can double or halve, and have your child figure out howmuch of each ingredientis needed. This ^vill help
provide work with multiplying and dividing ffactional amounts.
• Look for decimals on containers. You can also use food items to provide practice in reading.decimal amounts. Encourage your child to read weiglits on boxes
and cans. Decimal numbers are usually found wth the metric part ofthe measurement;,such as 435.5 grams. .

• Create and explain ratios. Your child can compare any.two sets,such as the ratio of chairs,to tables in the dining room is 6 to 1 (or 6:1 or 6/1),tlie ratio of
windows to doors is 7to 2,the ratio offamily members to bedrooms is 5 to 3,

.

• Make a scale drawing.As your cliild progresses with ratio, he or she willlearn how to use proportions and scale drawings. You can ask your cMd to make a
scale drawing ofone room in tlie house. Help measure the actuallength and widtli. Then,lead witli questions such as,"if we.let 1 inch represent 1 foot,how
manyinches long will the room be in tlie drawing? How manyinches wide willit be?" Encourage your child to use a ruler to mal:e the drawing.
• Use percents in conversation. Help your child use percents around the house. You might comment;"Itlooks as though you ate about80% ofyour dinner," and
coax yow cliild to explain whatthat means. Other types ofcomments might be,"100% ofus ai'e here tonight," or "2/5 ofus wantto see that movie-that's 40%."
• Use moneyto help witli percent. You can use coins to help your child remember percents. For example, a quarter is 1/4 or 25% of a dollar,two quarters is 2/4
or 1/2 or 50% of a dollar-, and 3 quarters is 75% ofa dollar. Also, a dime is 1/10 or 10% of a dollar, and a penny is 1/100 or 1% of a dollar. Relatbg these
.amounts to percents of other dollar amounts can follow, for example, 10% of $6 is 6 dimes or 160.

Go un to Table of Contents

.

'

Data and Graphs

• Surveyfemily members.Record how much sleep each family member gets each night to keep track ofhow your family spends the weekend hours. Your child 
can collect data about almost any activity that goes on at home and make attractive displays for the refidgerator.

• Find averages. Your child can use some ofthe data he or she collects to find averages, or you can suggest situations in which averages can be found. For

example,you might have your child find the werage number ofraisms in small boxes that come in packages offour or six. You can countthe raisms in each box, ^
find the sum,and divide bythe number ofboxes. Your
there are equal piles (the average is tlie ^i
^ cMd may have^ other ways,such as moving raisms around
^ untilr--;
^
'Docurnenl Done
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